
"Spreading phenomena" is our phrase for describing how changes in one part of the body 
can others.  For example a reorganization of tone or support in one part of the body might 
affect tone in other parts.   Describe some experiences of spreading phenomena that you 
associate with Alexander technique teaching and practice.   Do changes in some parts of 
the body generate more dramatic global spreading effects than others, or are all parts 
equally important?  Is there always a one way cause and effect relationship - area A always 
causes changes in area B - or is it more of a two way interaction - changes in areas A and B 
can equally affect each other. We've noticed a spectrum of opinions on this topic among 
teachers, from emphasizing only certain key areas and sequences of change to allowing for 
changes to initiate from anywhere.  Where would you put yourself on this spectrum?  Last 
week we discussed matching (or stabilization) strategies. Can you describe connections 
between the spreading phenomena and these strategies?  How might spreading affect 
these skills for better or for worse?  As usual, please use as little jargon as possible. 
 
 

 
 
"""Spreading phenomena"" is our phrase for describing how changes in one part the body can 
others. For example a reorganization of tone or support in one part of the body might affect tone in 
other parts. Describe some experiences of spreading phenomena that you associate with 
Alexander technique teaching and practice.  
 
The most “important” example of the AT “spreading phenomena” is the effect of the head-neck 
relationship on the rest of the body.  If excessive tension is noted somewhere in the body, the 
usual recommendation is to the check if the neck has shortened or tightened.  Once ease in the 
neck is allowed, the effect is expected to spread elsewhere.  Another example is when arms are 
lifted or taken out.  This change in position affects the tone in the thoracic cage and freedom in 
breath in noted. 
 
Do changes in some parts of the body generate more dramatic global spreading effects than 
others, or are all parts equally important?  
 
The “textbook”  answer is that the neck generates the most global spreading effect.  I’m not sure. 
If I notice my feet are tense, I can let this tension go and notice the effect spread superiorly.  I’ve 
had moments where undue attention to the neck by me or a teacher adds tension. 
 
Is there always a one way cause and effect relationship - area A always causes changes in area B 
- or is it more of a two way interaction - changes in areas A and B can equally affect each other. 
We've noticed a spectrum of opinions on this topic among teachers, from emphasizing only certain 
key areas and sequences of change to allowing for changes to initiate from anywhere. Where 
would you put yourself on this spectrum?  
 
I think the cause and effect relationship is a two way interaction.  I may not completely find or direct 
ease in my neck but as other parts and pieces of me decompress, my neck condition can improve 
and maybe further affect the other parts.  There are times, especially when outdoors, I can project 
my attention outwards and can achieve a full-body decompression without intentionally applying 
the traditional sequence of directions.  I think change can initiate from anywhere but by having a 
“go to” part to address is useful especially for new students and trainees.  As muscle tone 



becomes more adaptable in many parts, perhaps this cause and effect relationship becomes more 
global. 
 
Last week we discussed matching (or stabilization) strategies. Can you describe connections 
between the spreading phenomena and these strategies? How might spreading affect these skills 
for better or for worse? As usual, please use as little jargon as possible. 
 
Does AT develop the skill to lessen the internal forces by “freeing the neck, lengthening, widening, 
and freeing the joints”?   If so, the spreading phenomena of AT directions produces an adaptable 
tone and a favorable state, so that the matching strategy produces a smoother movement.  I 
suppose starting with a stiff neck that spreads to other stiff body parts means less adaptable tone 
and a less efficient matching strategy.  And if this is true then a person with inadequate muscle 
tone due to injury or prolonged inactivity will also have poor adaptable tone and thus a less efficient 
matching strategy. " 
 

 
 
"This spreading hypothesis both mechanical and neurological is an interesting topic. It seems to 
me that because in the AT we have learned to start by paying attention to what happens in the 
muscular condition between the head and the neck,  we believe that the key to change muscle 
tone and support in the whole system lies there.  
Looking at adverse effects of spreading, from my observations and experience in my teaching I am 
not so sure whether or not this is the case? So, someone may release the neck in a localized way, 
yet still exhibit increased muscle contraction and stiffness in the thoracic area with 
concurrent/compensatory stiffness in the pelvic region and legs. Singers for example may have a 
strong belief that they have to open their ribcage by pushing it forward and up, or a violinist wishing 
to sit straight, which is often accompanied by increased co-contractions in hips and lumbar region. 
Similarly, I find that if shoulders are drawn back and down in the belief that this is were they should 
be then it triggers a spreading of increased muscle tone throughout the whole system.  
I myself have been told from an early age onwards to 'hold my tummy in and keep the shoulders 
back and down' and this created a rigidity in my whole postural system and overextension in my 
knees, causing headaches and whole sections of my spine to become blocked. While I was a good 
AT student and able to release my neck, it took me much longer to learn to release the areas 
around the lower back, pelvis, and legs. When  I eventual was able to it made a huge change to 
the whole system including my neck, tongue, and jaw in a much more integrated way. 
 
Often when I am encouraging through hands-on work and/or verbally the student to release the 
neck, I may have to observe the whole person like a detective to find out where else there may be 
heightened tone, asking the student then to consider to do less in this area and then a general 
release can spread both up and down throughout the whole body. This seems to pertain 
particularly to the shoulders. I noticed that once the student is able to release the stiffening/holding 
of the muscular slings of the shoulder girdle (a stiffening resulting often in a down and backward 
manner, triggering an increased tone especially in the latissimus dorsi and pectoralis major, with 
concurrent pull on the neck musculature and which leads the whole back to be shortened and 
narrowed) there seems to be a more global release of muscle tone spreading to the neck and all 
the way down to the feet at the same time, including a freeing of the breath.  
Similarly, if someone tends to grip their ankles, pulling the feet off the ground towards their shin 
bones, particularly when starting to move, then it seems to be more difficult to free the neck. 



Encouraging the student to release the dorsal flexors of the foot can equally create a follow on of 
release of muscle tone upwards.  
 
This spreading of change in muscle tone (in most cases a reduction of heightened tone) may make 
it easier for the student to adapt the muscle tone throughout movement more efficiently. 
 
Yet, notwithstanding all the above examples, I still wonder as to whether or not the muscular tone 
condition in the area between the head and the top of spine (the sub-occipital region) has a more 
important/primary role in the control (matching and spreading) of the global muscle tone, postural 
alignment and balance of the human body for better or worse? (Especially the sub-occipital 
musculature and the descending trapezius?) Could this be because of the importance of the 
cranial nerves supply for most of our senses which lie in the head, including the vagal system? Is 
there a hierarchy - that when the neck releases and the head balance changes on top of the spine 
that other parts can follow ""one after the other and all at the same time""? What roles do the eyes 
and other balance mechanisms, i.e. the inner ear, play in relation to being able to release the 
neck? 
  

 
 
 
 " 
Spreading is happening all the time in teaching AT.  Being aware of the complex 
interconnectedness of the body, at both a mechanical and neurological level, is fundamental to AT, 
and is one of the things that differentiates us from approaches to the body (particularly therapeutic) 
which deal with its bits as isolated parts.  Putting hands on head/neck is perhaps the most dramatic 
moment when one can see an effect spreading right through the system, but the extent to which 
the neck can be freed up seems to depend on freeing up other areas, so there can be an 
incremental improvement as one works around the body (for example on the couch).  I’d say there 
are 2-way interactions, but that the head/neck/back system is dominant in the organisation of 
postural support, and that freedom of arms and legs depends on adequate postural support in the 
back.  As an example of matching, taking a leg on the couch certainly involves spreading, as what 
you the teacher are doing at the foot and knee has an impact right through the leg and to the lower 
back, and indeed right up the spine to the head.  I think one is encouraging the pupil to allow the 
spreading by matching rather than resisting the movement which the teacher is directing. 
Resistance seems to block the effect and not allow the spreading. 
 

 
 
"I definitely feel that changes can initiate from anywhere in the body. And I think it is very useful to 
engage all the different parts of our body in our thinking due to our need to categorize and 
therefore eventullay form a habit from every repeating sensation. It seems to me that finding novel 
ways to think about a certain connection keeps our system in a state of renewal. Somehow it feels 
like it would be something similar to the cognitive flexibility mentioned in the article about inhibition 
— thinking about a connection or a pathway from different angles or viewpoints.  
I think that there are elements which have more influence in the overall tonal pattern and it 
probably depends on, as Ian Loram explained in his article, the proximity to the head in the kinetic 
chain — more proximal parts having more influence than distal parts. But, since in my own 
experience there is a tendency to start searching for a sensation which I have already associated 



with better use, I can’t only keep relying on one area to influence my use. I’ve found that body parts 
can definitely influence each other in both directions (A influencing B and vice versa) and it is 
always useful to keep myself alert on my habitual ways of thinking and even the order of my 
directions. Once I’ve become used to one certain way of doing things, I always remind myself to 
look at the same area or part of the body from a different perspective, be it in a new relation to 
other body parts, to sence of space inside or outside myself, the size or possible movement angles 
of the body part etc. This kind of varying of my thinking always enriches the feedback and in my 
experience makes it clearer and more accurate. " 
 

 
 
"The spreading phenomena seems to be very connected to the large patterns of coordination that 
the nervous systems sends out to do any movement. One approach to teaching the Alexander 
Technique is first getting a student to be able to bring themself into a relationship of all their body 
parts in gravity where every joint and muscle is able to respond to these large patterns of 
coordination coming through the nervous system to effectively accomplish movement.  Then, as 
we are moving through time, changes happen: The ground is bumpy, the heart beats, breathing 
changes our balance, the jaw opens.  Internal and external changes need to be adjusted for if the 
animal is going to stay coordinated (matching?).  It seems like the nervous system takes in what 
the body’s muscular qualities and relationships are, and then adjusts them all to make a more 
effective next movement.  In dynamic movement it is fairly obvious that every part of the body 
participates, but what is less obvious is that in gentle movements and even being what we might 
perceive as being still, is also a whole body activity where all parts are engaged.  Of course the 
problem is that in modern life we don’t consider small movements as whole body activities, and so 
we usually have many parked and stopped parts as we try to move just the parts we think are 
necessary.  When aiming at peak performance though, one way to look at Alexander lessons is 
that we are teaching the student to engage their whole body for all activities (even the seemingly 
still ones) that they wish to move more efficiently in.  In that way we are creating the conditions 
where the spreading “intelligence” can coordinate us fully.  
 
So for instance, if a teacher or student changes their head, the whole body reacts and coordinates 
to that new orientation.  If we change how we are standing the same re-coordination can occur.  If 
we change the jaw, fingers, breath, etc …all create a change that the nervous system wants to 
coordinate to. Even with thought, such as think yourself heavy or light, seems to trigger whole body 
responses.  
 
I am not sure if one part of the body is more effective in influencing spreading intelligence than 
another.  Since all of the parts are connected it is hard to say that one section is more powerful in 
causing whole body reactions.  I would say that when the spine is long, the bones have a good 
relationship with one another, and no areas are gripped, all parts of the body are relatively equal 
for generating global coordinating reactions.  
 
Areas A and B affect each other.  If we tighten the jaw the hip joints tighten.  If we tighten the hip 
joints the jaw tightens. Since all parts are part of a whole interdependent movement system that 
has to work together, the nervous system is listening to all of the parts and making effective 
adjustments.  Well sometimes the adjustments are not so effective due to operator error.  
 



I would say we can organize from any access point of the body. Amazingly what is good for the 
fingers seems to be good for the toes, and what is good for the toes, is good for the breath, and 
what is good for the breath is good for the tongue.  All parts, being a part of a whole movement 
system, can be the initial point of conscious change, and all parts can be the center of expansion. 
But to experience that interrelationship it is helpful to be in a dynamic neutral suspension of the 
skeleton where the muscles and joints can respond to large patterns of coordination.  If we are too 
tight we will need to lessen pressure to enable coordinating movements across joints, and if we are 
too collapsed, we will need to activate muscles to bring the relationships of our bones into a state 
where coordination can occur.  " 
 

 
 
I am so schooled that changes in the head-neck-spine relationship can and do affect the rest of the 
body, so it’s hard to say what my actual experience is, because it is shaped by what I look for and 
expect. When my hands are on the student’s neck, if I can invite a lengthening through the whole 
spine and the student is responsive, I feel that my localized touch of the neck is affecting the whole 
spine; thus there is a spreading effect. If the spreading goes also to the hips and legs, hurrah! I can 
elicit something similar if I’m at the feet – then there is a connection that happens at least from hip 
through toe. I’ve had the experience as a student many times when a hand is on my neck and 
suddenly my knees unlock. When I am at the side of a student with a hand on the mid-to-lower 
back and another at about the same height but on the abdomen, if I am using myself well as I 
deepen my hands-on contact, and if the student is not interfering, then there is some improvement 
in postural tone and stability that spreads through the student, and I feel this change in the student 
and call it “going up.” 
 

 
 
"The most “important” example of the AT “spreading phenomena” is the effect of the head-neck 
relationship on the rest of the body.  If excessive tension is noted somewhere in the body, the 
usual recommendation is to the check if the neck has shortened or tightened.  Once ease in the 
neck is allowed, the effect is expected to spread elsewhere.  Another example is when arms are 
lifted or taken out.  This change in position affects the tone in the thoracic cage and freedom in 
breath in noted. 
 
The “textbook”  answer is that the neck generates the most global spreading effect.  I’m not sure. 
If I notice my feet are tense, I can let this tension go and notice the effect spread superiorly.  
 
I think the cause and effect relationship is a two way interaction.  I may not completely find or direct 
ease in my neck but as other parts and pieces of me decompress, my neck condition can improve 
and maybe further affect the other parts.  There are times, especially when outdoors, I can project 
my attention outwards and can achieve a full-body decompression without intentionally applying 
the traditional sequence of directions.  I think change can initiate from anywhere but by having a 
“go to” part to address is useful especially for new students and trainees.  As muscle tone 
becomes more adaptable in many parts, perhaps this cause and effect relationship becomes more 
global. 
 
Connection between spreading phenomena & matching strategies: I suppose when one applies AT 
directions and the spreading phenomena results in reduced cocontractions a helpful postural state 



is obtained prior to movement.  Once movement is initiated and directions continue to be projected, 
a dynamic matching strategy is more likely.  The negative side, assuming the spreading 
phenomena also applies, if a stiff neck may spread to produce additional cocontractions to meet 
external forces.  This ""getting set"" is an impediment as movement is initiated.  This person would 
be slow to react and/or will stiffen even more to match changing ground reaction forces or 
additional external forces. " 
 

 
 
The more big picture, whole system, I can think in terms of spreading phenomena, the more 
balanced things seem to turn out. I've noticed changes happening from the feet all the way up the 
system and from the head all the way down to the feet, from right shoulder to left hip etc. In terms 
of matching and spreading, perhaps you could brace yourself and be totally stiff with co-contraction 
to match the force of gravity while standing in order to remain upright. However with spreading, you 
could maintain upright posture through stabilization of the whole body via spreading in order to 
bring groups of muscles into a state of balanced tone, thus maintaining freedom/availability in the 
joints. The example of normal standing with the calves and shins doing the work versus standing 
on the edge of a cliff and having thigh muscles get involved would seem to suggest a psychological 
element at play when it comes to spreading phenomena. The intent behind the thought makes the 
difference, so as I move through life, gradually things seem to be freeing up.  
 

 
 
"OK, now I’m feeling like I’m in a bit too deep. I certainly have experienced this idea of spreading 
for myself. As my back and hips reorganized in my own lessons, I have noticed a definite opening 
of the calves and feet, both physically and neurologically. I can definitely tell during a constructive 
rest session that supporting my head and releasing my neck affects my shoulders and that trickles 
down the back to the hips. The connection between spreading and matching is very clear to me as 
my own body has become more able to move with increased freedom and balance. 
 
As far as a cause/effect relationship, I think it depends on the person and the day. Every body is 
different each day. For me sometimes releasing the neck affects the shoulders immediately. On 
other days the process takes longer, and I need to release the knees to get the hips to calm, and 
then the shoulders release. 
 
Since I’m not yet a teacher I can only speculate about sequences to initiate changes in the body, 
but my limited experience and discussion with others leads me to believe that there’s a basic 
framework to the AT work: head/neck/back then knees/ankles/hips, and as you follow it and spiral 
back the parts of the body will reorganize in the order best determined by the brain. I’m quite 
certain that with more experience that opinion will change. 
 

 
 
" 
Having trouble thinking about these questions today. Changes in tension and tone can be triggered 
from anywhere. However the spine and forces acting on the spine is a key area. There is a two 
way interaction between the spine and the rest of the body, so lessening tension in the jaw would 
affect the spine just as releasing over activity in muscles around the spine, especially the neck 



would release the jaw. Spreading effect is noticeable here between the jaw and the rest of the 
body (hip joint and ankle). The neck, it's structure (the most mobile part of the spine) and its' 
placement between head and upper torso/arms is a very effective part of the body in terms of 
generating change and can be addressed directly and also indirectly through arm, scapular and 
collar bone for example. Base of support, pressure points in a passive or active movement state 
have a direct relationship for me with the 'spreading phenomena'. 
 

 
 
"In my experience ""spreading phenomena"" can be triggered in various ways. Often they are 
associated with subjective feelings of integrity and lightness. Personally I think that - even though A 
and B more often than not equally affect each other - there are certain regulatory parameters. i.e 
physical: neck-head, back, thorax,... psychological: awareness, intention, conscious inhibition and 
planning... 
 
Similar to so called ""keystone-habits"" affecting various aspects of an individuals life,  I've 
experienced ""keystone - regulatory - parameters"" ( consciously controlled ) that have more effect 
/ leverage on my organization and matching abilities than other parameters. These ""primary 
parameters"" ( used as pedagogical - non scientific - word ) often go together with what an 
AT-teacher might call ""good-use"". It seems that spreading ( whether through A --> B, B -->A, or A 
<--> B, or any other way ) affects the quality of overall coordination.Coordination being defined as: 
""the organization of the different elements of a complex body or activity so as to enable them to 
work together effectively."" Constructive Coordination increases adaptivity, matching ability etc. 
and therefore the performance of specific skills.  
 

 
 
 
" 
"I think I can identify to ways in which I would use encourage spreading where the initiation comes 
from attention on an area other than the head.  
Example 1. I often use arms as ""puppets"" to help a student become familiar with what I am 
asking them to do more globally. First we practice  following through with movement that is 
initiated distally and spreading toward the proximal joints of the arm. We start with larger 
movements and slowly diminish the range and tempo until we are using daily gestures done with 
hands but with more awareness of the effect of the hand and finger movement through the whole 
arm. 
Example 2. On the table, I might similarly move a persons hand and arm for them while they 
experience the spreading effect of the movement, noting that was we ""do less"", the spreading 
becomes more extensive." 
 

 
 
"I attach a great importance to the neck. I often say to my students that if the neck is not free, the 
rest of the body cannot either be free. In table work, the neck is the first place where I put my 
hands on and I regularly come again to the neck while the student is in semi-supine. I think that the 
contact of my hands generates locally a release of the muscles and that release spreads 
mechanically and probably also neurologically in other muscles, at least in shoulders and trunk, 



perhaps in all parts of the body. In sit-to-stand or any other activity, when the student is a beginner 
I sometimes invite him to think only about his neck, when I estimate that Alexandrian thoughts are 
all so new for him that he could not manage to think about several together. 
 
I realize therefore that my teaching is in line with the opinion that changes in neck generate more 
dramatic global neurological-based spreading effects than changes in other parts. And that change 
is always from the neck to the other parts. The existence and supremacy of this phenomenon is 
what I learned during my training and what I still explain to my students. But I really wonder why 
the neck would be more important. Thus when I put my hands on all other parts, I would not be 
surprised to know that it has a neurological spreading effect as well. 
 
Concerning pure mechanical spreading, the neck has no more the supremacy in my mind. The 
most common example is when I invite muscles of lower and mid-back to regain activity in order to 
release the neck. More generally I insist on the stiffest part of the body, before trying elsewhere. In 
doing so, I unconsciously act as if the stiffest part of the body was a limiting factor for tuning 
postural tone in the whole body. 
 
Therefore, from a neurological point of view, I would put myself among teachers who emphasize 
only key areas (the neck). From a strict mechanical point of view I would however put myself 
among teachers who allow for changes to initiate from anywhere! 
 
Concerning connexion between spreading phenomena and matching strategy, I will give the 
example of the procedure where I move one student's leg as he is lying on the table. It is a 
matching activity because I invite him to smoothly respond to the stimulus (my movements in any 
direction). 
 
A not Alexandrian strategy would be to contract muscles not only where the movement takes place 
but also anywhere in the body, such as trunk, neck, face, the other leg or an arm as well. By 
contrast, I invite my student to let his leg coming with me, while ""leaving alone"" the rest of his 
body. 
 
The not Alexandrian strategy generates pointless muscular activity. I think that spreading occurs 
here neurologically and mechanically: the intention to move the leg in response to the stimulus 
neurologically activates a group of muscles in the whole body, and there is also a mechanic chain 
of contractions between the leg in movement and other parts in the body, causing stiffness. As a 
result, this kind of spreading for the worse is not only a waste of energy but also an obstacle to 
achieve the movement easily." 
 

 
 
"One way I experience the phenomenon of spreading in myself is as a sense of release – and relief 
actually – expansion, wholeness, increased ‘liveliness’ arising in another part of the body than that 
to which I, or my AT colleague, is giving attention.  
 
I would like to be able to say that work on the head, neck and trunk is likely to yield more global 
spreading effects than giving attention to the extremities. However, experience suggests that this is 
not always the case:  I, and my colleagues and students, often remark on quite significant 
spreading effects arising from, say, working on the hands and feet.  



 
Speaking, again, from experience, these spreading effects seem very much 2-way to me, so work 
on HNB affects the limbs and vice versa. Some much more experienced teachers have expressed 
the view to me that if you can get the HNB working well, then all the rest will follow. This may well 
be true. However, I was encouraged by the idea expressed in video 4.2 – if I have understood it 
correctly - that postural state in the limbs through spreading can influence the ability of the HNB to 
function. This fits with what I observe in my teaching and my own AT practice and increases the 
strategies available for improving general coordination.  
 
One example of the interconnectedness of spreading and matching might be work on the 
hand/wrist  influencing the whole upper limb, shoulder and back via a kinetic chain. This in turn 
might support a more accurately calibrated – or matched - use of the muscles of the hand in 
picking up an object. Via spreading, work on the hands/feet might also contribute to postural tone 
in the HNB and therefore a more adaptive approach to bigger movements, such as sit to stand. 
 
One thing that fascinates me about the AT is the way that a teacher ‘knows’ instinctively 
sometimes exactly where to place their hands to bring about release. Similarly it is astonishing how 
we can get something like an AT ‘turn’ in the presence of someone without the need for physical 
contact. Are these examples of a form of spreading or matching? What are the mechanisms 
through which they come about? 
 

 
 
 
" 
"An example of spreading in AT teaching is taking someone’s head on the table. There is a 
connection through the back into the legs—you can sense it through your hands. After you take a 
student’s head, there is noticeable improvement in length and width and freedom of breathing and 
freedom in their legs. I think spreading happens from almost any point and can have a positive 
influence. Keeping with the table example, we take shoulders, legs, and arms. (Is spreading 
initiating matching?) But I always go back then to the head neck and back because there is an 
integrating, coordinating factor. 
 
Another example of spreading is when the student moves a limb, sings etc., they can notice if they 
tighten their neck to initiate the movement. If they stop doing that, it improves the task. (So, is 
matching global because of spreading?) 
 
It’s my understanding that there has to be tone at the head neck back for movement to happen, so 
I’ve always thought that is why it’s so powerful as an organizing force. Or rather has such a strong 
spreading effect for better or worse. 
 

 
 
" 
"Prior to Alexander I had several knee, hip and lower back injures from being a Professional 
dancer/actor/singer. If I am hired to play a role in a musical they expect me to dance so therefore I 
have to stay in shape and make sure I don’t injury of myself (I’m 59 yrs old). One of the ways I free 
up my knees is working on my feet. By moving my heal bone front to back and around (about 10x), 



I then spiral my foot in both directions. I test the differences of my knees by balancing on one leg 
and bending. The foot I worked with, the knee and hip bend easily and they are less stiff as oppose 
to the other leg. Another example, recently I took a Feldenkrais class and we worked with the 
hands and shoulders, I have an old pattern of tendinitis in my right knee and if I over work it I will 
feel a little irritation. My knee was irritated that day and after class my it felt great with the irritation 
completely gone. Some other examples. When I do Monkey, I can feel spreading through out the 
whole of me. Given I need to get the most out of my voice & breath for the theater I do exercises to 
free up my jaw & tongue. This enables a lot more movement in my ribs and allows my breathing to 
be easier and deeper. I can sense the connection my jaw has with my sacrum and feel spreading 
down my back to my sacrum. When I need to take weight such as a student’s leg on the table 
freeing up my wrists can free up arms, shoulders and back. 
 
If standing and I inhibit there is an automatic spreading through out the whole of me. This can 
happen when moving or in position. It doesn’t matter which position I am in I can still feel it. The 
spreading feels like my insides are taking up space and filling out to the edge of my skin. It tends to 
take me back, up and out although this can change depending where my attention goes. If sitting I 
can sense it through out my torso and movement to my feet. I tend to experience a lot of 
movement in my body even when I am in trying to go to sleep. 
 
I am with the Dance Department at the Boston Conservatory and  teach AT to Sophomores where 
it is mandatory for two semesters. I find spreading is not equal for everyone it depends on their 
pattern of tension and thinking.  Everybody’s experience is personal and difference. What may free 
up for one may not be as dramatic for another or the spreading may take a difference course. 
Freeing up the head/neck definitely creates dramatic changes within the back but again it doesn’t 
feel like a one way path. Dancers biggest complaint is their lower back and hip flexors. We do a lot 
of exercises with pelvis to help free up the psoas which affects the legs, hips, ribs and breathing. I 
also find the spreading changes over time becoming deeper and can eventually happen rapidly. 
Some never experience a spreading but a simple change in another part of the body. The 
spreading experience is my understanding of the ever changing relationship (head/neck/ torso) and 
the way we think when we use inhibition. My experience tells me it always changing, depending on 
my thinking and what’s going on in my space. This seems to affects spreading and why it is 
difference for everyone. 
 
Spreading and Matching strategies. With the dancers I will take a yoga strap and bring them up off 
the floor after Constructive rest. They are sitting, we use inhibition and direction. I ask them to take 
the information they are getting from the me and the strap. I sometimes use the phrase meet me. I 
give difference direction for each student depending on how they are holding themselves up. Many 
times they want to help by muscling up and this is a great opportunity for them to sense how they 
are using themselves to come up off the floor. Once they are able to inhibit and feel the 
effortlessness it blows their minds because they can take this strategy into lifting. This takes time 
but by second semester they can do this. With my on going advance class (Juniors & Seniors) they 
take each other up off the floor using monkey in different position. We will also play with taking 
each other’s weight and lifting in partners.  
 

 
 
" 



I am so schooled that changes in the head-neck-spine relationship can and do affect the rest of the 
body, so it’s hard to say what my actual experience is, because it is shaped by what I look for and 
expect. When my hands are on the student’s neck, if I can invite a lengthening through the whole 
spine and the student is responsive, I feel that my localized touch of the neck is affecting the whole 
spine; thus there is a spreading effect. If the spreading goes also to the hips and legs, hurrah! I can 
elicit something similar if I’m at the feet – then there is a connection that happens at least from hip 
through toe. I’ve had the experience as a student many times when a hand is on my neck and 
suddenly my knees unlock. When I am at the side of a student with a hand on the mid-to-lower 
back and another at about the same height but on the abdomen, if I am using myself well as I 
deepen my hands-on contact, and if the student is not interfering, then there is some improvement 
in postural tone and stability that spreads through the student, and I feel this change in the student 
and call it “going up.” 


